Pupils tend to dilate in response to surprising events, but whether these responses are primarily stimulus driven or instead reflect a more nuanced relationship between pupillinked arousal systems and cognitive expectations is not known. Using an auditory adaptive decision-making task, we show that evoked pupil diameter is modulated more strongly by violations of learned, top-down expectations than by changes in low-level stimulus properties. We further show that both baseline and evoked pupil diameter is modulated by the degree to which individual subjects use these violations to update their subsequent expectations, as reflected in the complexity of their updating strategy. Together these results demonstrate a central role for cognitive processing in how arousal systems respond to new inputs and, via our complexity-based analyses, provide a unified framework for understanding these effects in terms of both inference processes aimed to reduce belief uncertainty and more traditional notions of mental effort.
Introduction
Pupil diameter changes largely as a function of ambient light levels but also in the context of a host of other brain functions that involve changes in arousal (Mathôt, 2018) . Several early studies ascribed arousal-related modulations of pupil diameter to the "mental effort" required to, for example, solve an arithmetic problem or hold items in working memory (Beatty, 1982; Mathôt, 2018) . This view emphasizes the idiosyncratic and cognitive nature of these pupil fluctuations but lacks a precise description of the computations being encoded. More recently, arousal-related pupil modulations have been shown to represent critical computations required to learn from, and adapt to, changes in our environment (Krishnamurthy, Nassar, Sarode, & Gold, 2017; Nassar et al., 2012; O'Reilly et al., 2013; Preuschoff, 't Hart, & Einhäuser, 2011) . This view emphasizes specific computations encoded in pupil diameter but lacks a clear link to idiosyncratic, cognitive processing. The goal of the present study was to reconcile these different views and synthesize a more comprehensive understanding of the role of pupil-linked arousal systems in cognition.
We build on studies of adaptive decision-making, in which past experiences are used to build and adjust models of the world that guide decisions (Filipowicz, Anderson, & Danckert, 2016; Johnson-Laird, 2004; Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, & Goodman, 2011) . In uncertain and changing environments, effective models need to resist spurious noise while remaining flexible enough to adapt to real changes (Behrens, Woolrich, Walton, & Rushworth, 2007; Filipowicz et al., 2016; Nassar, Wilson, Heasly, & Gold, 2010; O'Reilly, 2013) . Several key features of these adaptive processes are reflected robustly in dynamic pupil fluctuations. Rapid phasic increases in pupil diameter occur in response to surprising events that can drive changes in the model used by the decision-maker (Nassar et al., 2012; O'Reilly et al., 2013; Preuschoff et al., 2011) . Slower tonic increases in pupil diameter can encode increased model uncertainty that can be reduced with additional information (Krishnamurthy et al., 2017; Muller, Mars, Behrens, & Reilly, 2019; Nassar et al., 2012; Urai, Braun, & Donner, 2017) . These slower pupil changes are also those most closely linked with changes in mental effort (Beatty, 1982; Mathôt, 2018) and associated with individual differences in cognitive traits such as fluid intelligence (Tsukahara, Harrison, & Engle, 2016) .
However, several key cognitive and idiosyncratic aspects of adaptive decision-making have yet to be linked clearly to pupil modulations. First, adaptive decision-making has been studied primarily in relatively stable environments, in which changes to stimulus properties occur infrequently and are therefore almost always surprising (Filipowicz et al., 2016; Krishnamurthy et al., 2017; Nassar et al., 2012; O'Reilly et al., 2013) . These environments can confound top-down, cognitive expectations that govern uncertainty with bottom-up sensory responses to stimulus changes that can also modulate pupil diameter (e.g., "startle" or "orienting" responses; Bremner, 2009; Sara, 2009) ). Second, adaptive decision-making requires identifying changes in properties of not just observable stimuli but also of latent (i.e., not directly observable) environmental variables that affect uncertainty (Glaze, Filipowicz, Kable, Balasubramanian, & Gold, 2018; Glaze, Kable, & Gold, 2015; Krishnamurthy et al., 2017; McGuire, Nassar, Gold, & Kable, 2014) .
Third, computations related to surprise and uncertainty can be strongly idiosyncratic, reflecting the specific mental model being used by the decision-maker to integrate information from the environment (Faraji, 2018; Filipowicz, Valadao, Anderson, & Danckert, 2014 .
The current study aimed to overcome these limitations and assess pupil diameter in a range of cognitively demanding task conditions and with respect to individual differences in the mental models used to solve the task (Glaze et al., 2018) . Using a task designed to dissociate stimulus changes from belief updating, we show that phasic and tonic pupil signals encode surprise and uncertainty, respectively, in an adaptive, context-dependent manner. Additionally, these pupil modulations depend on the idiosyncratic decision strategies used by different subjects, which we characterized in terms of the "complexity" of the underlying mental model and which provides a quantitative description of the specific cognitive demands that evoke changes in pupil-linked arousal.
Results
Seventy-eight subjects performed a predictive-inference task in which they predicted on each trial which of two sources (left or right) would generate an auditory tone (Fig. 1a ). The source generating the tones switched at unannounced points throughout the task. Critically, the probability of a source switch, or 'hazard rate' (H), also changed at unannounced points, such that during certain parts of the task source switches occurred at low (H=0.01), intermediate (H=0.30), or high (H=0.99) rates (Fig. 1b ). These task conditions allowed us to dissociate expectations from stimulus properties: the low versus high hazard-rate conditions produced stimulus switches that were either unexpected or expected, respectively, whereas the intermediate hazard-rate condition minimized expectations, such that the best strategy was to match responses to the tone heard on the previous trial (similar to H=0.5 for a perceptual-judgment task; Glaze et al., 2018 Glaze et al., , 2015 . Thus, inferring the current hazard rate could improve predictions about the subsequent source location. To make this inference process more challenging, uncertainty was added by playing the tone from the opposite side of the generating source on 20% of trials. Figure 1 . Auditory prediction task. a) Subjects predicted which of two sources would generate a tone on the next trial. After making the prediction, a tone was played in either the left or right ear. b) Subjects completed up to three sessions of 1000 trials each. In each session, subjects were exposed to two hazard rates that would switch at unannounced points throughout the session. c) Subject proportion correct responses as a function of trials after a source switch, separated by hazard rate. d) Proportion of subject prediction switches (i.e., changing their prediction from the previous trial) for trials after a source switch, separated by hazard rate. e,f) same as c and d but using simulated data from the hazard learning model fit to data from individual subjects and applied to the same sequences observed by each subject. In c-f, error bars are ±SEM across real (c,d) or simulated (e,f) subjects.
Pupil diameter is sensitive to adaptive, context-dependent expectations
On average, subjects adjusted their behavior adaptively to different hazard rates, in a manner that was consistent with behavioral results from previous studies and with an adaptive, Bayesian learning model (Glaze et al., 2018 (Glaze et al., , 2015 Fig. 1c-f) . On low hazard-rate trials, changes were unexpected. Accordingly, performance was low on trials in which the source switched but then gradually increased over several trials as the subject gathered more evidence that a real source switch had occurred. On intermediate hazard-rate trials, changes were more expected, which was reflected in a higher propensity of the subjects to switch responses after a real source switch and then show a steeper improvement on subsequent trials. On high hazard-rate trials, changes were highly expected, which was reflected in a relatively high prediction switch rate on source-switch trials, with more errors on the rare non-switch trials. These hazard-dependent behavioral patterns were consistent with simulated behavior from a Bayesian learning model that uses trial-by-trial observations to perform inference over both the current source and hazard rate ( Fig. 1e paired rank-sum test: low vs. intermediate, p = 2.9x10 -9 ; low vs. high, p = 5.4x10 -10 ; intermediate vs. high, p = .0009), but above chance in all three conditions (sign-rank test for H0: median=0.5: all ps < 3.7x10 -11 ).
We measured pupil diameter before ("baseline") and during ("evoked") stimulus presentation on each trial. Overall, baseline pupils tended to be largest, and evoked changes smallest, in the low hazard-rate condition (linear mixed effects contrast between low versus other hazard conditions: all baseline ps<0.032, all evoked-change ps<0.0007). Baseline and evoked changes did not differ between the intermediate and high hazard-rate conditions (all ps>0.470).
We next focused our analyses on the degree to which these hazard-specific pupil measurements were modulated by whether or not there was a switch (i.e., from left to right or right to left) in either the subject's prediction or the actual stimulus location on a given trial, which could be distinguished from each other because they did not always occur on the same trials ( Fig. 1a ).
Both baseline and evoked pupil diameter encoded prediction and stimulus switching in a manner that reflected the top-down, hazard-specific expectations that governed task performance ( Fig. 2) . On low and intermediate hazard-rate trials, in which prediction and stimulus switches were unexpected, the baseline pupil diameter just preceding the prediction was larger on trials with prediction switches but not the yet-to-occur stimulus switches. After tone onset, evoked pupil changes were larger for both prediction and stimulus switches. These effects persisted into the next baseline pupil, with larger pupil dilation after both stimulus and prediction switches on low and intermediate hazard-rate trials. In contrast, on high hazard-rate trials, in which switches were expected, prediction and stimulus switches resulted in pupil constrictions, although the influence of stimulus switches on evoked pupil changes was less evident than in the low or intermediate hazard conditions. These effects also persisted into the next trial ( Fig. 2c ). Thus, pupil dilations occurred in response to low-level stimulus properties (stimulus switches) but more generally to violations of learned, hazard-dependent expectations, corresponding to switches when stability was expected and repetitions when instability was expected. Figure 2 . Pupil encodes violations of expectations. a) Linear mixed effects beta weights for baseline (100 ms prior to tone onset) pupil dynamics related to whether subjects switched their prediction after hearing the tone (Pred) or whether the tone stimulus switched sides on that trial (Stim). b) Beta weights for prediction and stimulus switches, as indicated, over a 2 s period after tone onset. c) Beta weights for the influence of prediction and stimulus switches on the next trial's baseline pupil. Both baseline pupil measures accounted for the baseline pupil and evoked pupil change on the previous trial. The evoked change and next baseline pupil measures accounted for the previous baseline pupil and the evoked pupil change and baseline pupil on the current trial. Bars and errorbars in a and c or lines and shading in b correspond to mean±SEM across subjects. Straight lines above and below beta values in panel b indicate significant timepoints (FWE corrected p<0.05). In bar plots, *: p<0.05, ***: p<0.001.
Pupil diameter and response times encode adaptive, trial-by-trial belief updating
To better relate the task-dependent pupil modulations to the specific updating strategies each individual subject used to derive hazard-specific predictions, each subject's trial-by-trial sequence of behavioral choices (predictions) were fit with a Bayesian learning model that performs inference over both the source location and hazard rate (Glaze et al., 2018) . A key parameter in the model controls the width of the distribution of prior probabilities that subjects assign to different hazard rates, with wider prior distributions leading to model predictions that adapt more effectively to changes in hazard rate than narrow prior distribution (Fig. S1a ). The model uses this prior distribution along with each new observation (i.e., on which side the sound is played) to update its strength of belief about the current source location (quantified as a log-odds-ratio that the left or right source would generate the next tone; Gold & Shadlen, 2001 ) and hazard rate. Surprise (measured as the negative log probability that the observed tone was predicted) reflects the degree to which the new observation does not match the current belief about location Mars et al., 2008; O'Reilly et al., 2013; Fig. S1b ).
Baseline and evoked pupil diameter encoded belief strength and surprise, respectively, from this belief-updating process (Fig. 3 ). This encoding was similar for the three hazard-rate conditions, implying that the hazard-dependent effects of prediction and stimulus switching on pupil depicted in Fig. 2 reflected a common underlying relationship between pupil and belief updating. In particular, baseline pupil diameter was negatively correlated with the idiosyncratic model-derived belief strength (i.e., inverse uncertainty derived from subject-specific model fits) on the current trial about the source location, such that baseline pupil diameter was smaller when beliefs were more certain ( Fig. 3a ). After the tone was heard, the evoked pupil diameter was closely associated with surprise, with more surprising stimuli evoking larger pupil dilations with a time course similar to the switch modulations ( Fig. 3b ). Evoked change also reflected information about the prediction belief strength before having heard the tone, such that pupils dilated slightly less after stimulus onset if beliefs were very strong, regardless of surprise. Similar effects were evident in the subjects' behavioral response times (RTs), which tended to be shorter on trials when beliefs were more certain and longer on trials following the occurrence of a surprising stimulus ( Fig. 3d,e ).
These RT effects, which also reflected a modest trial-to-trial correlation between RT and pupil size (median [interquartile range] Spearman's rho computed per subject= 0.11 [0.06-0.18] for baseline and 0.12 [0.07-0.18] for evoked pupil, sign-rank test for H0: median=0, p=3.7x10 -7 and 6.4x10 -10 , respectively), testify to the behavioral relevance of these model-derived quantities but did not alone account for their relationships with pupil size: baseline and evoked pupil changes showed the same strong modulations by belief strength and surprise, respectively, even when accounting for trial-by-trial RTs (Fig. S2 ). Thus, on each trial, how new evidence was interpreted relative to expectations was reflected in the transient evoked pupil response, and how this information was used to update behaviorally relevant beliefs was reflected in baseline pupil diameter that was sustained across trials. Figure 3 . Pupils encode belief strength and surprise. Linear mixed effects beta weights estimating the influence of subject absolute belief strength and surprise on: a) baseline pupil diameter, b) evoked change, c) next baseline pupil diameter, d) log response times (i.e., the time taken to make a prediction before hearing the tone), and e) log response times on the next trial. Both baseline pupil measures accounted for the previous evoked pupil change. The evoked change and next pupil baseline measures accounted for the previous baseline pupil and the evoked pupil change and baseline pupil on the current trial (which accounts for the smaller modulation by belief strength in the next baseline, shown in c, compared to the current baseline, shown in a). Note that surprise depends on the current belief strength that was present before stimulus onset, which likely explains the small modulations by surprise in the high-hazard baseline pupil and low-hazard prediction RT. Bars and errorbars in a, c, d, and e or lines and shading in b correspond to mean±SEM across subjects. Straight lines above and below beta values in panel b indicate significant timepoints (FWE corrected p<0.05). In bar plots, **: p<0.01, ***: p<0.001.
Mental model complexity accounts for individual differences in belief-updating strategies and certain pupil dynamics
The fits of the Bayesian learning model captured individual variability in the subjects' belief-updating processes in terms of differences in the width of the prior distribution over hazard rate, which governs adaptability by establishing the range of hazard-rate "hypotheses" that can be inferred from the data ( Fig. S1 ; Glaze et al., 2018) . To assess more directly the information used by individual subjects to drive the idiosyncratic adaptability of their behavior and pupil dynamics, and to ensure that our conclusions are not overly dependent on the assumptions of the Bayesian learning model, we also analyzed behavior using a more general and model-agnostic informationbottleneck analysis ( Fig. 4a ; Palmer, Marre, Berry, & Bialek, 2013; Tishby, Pereira, & Bialek, 2000) . We previously used this method to demonstrate that a subject's mental-model complexity influences adaptive decision-making in a way that is consistent with a bias-variance trade-off (Glaze et al., 2018) . This approach assumes that a mental model compresses information from the past #$%& to predict future observations '(&()* . Consistent with definitions of model complexity, more complex models, such as those that explore larger hypothesis spaces, encode more information from the past to make predictions ( Fig. 4b ; Bialek, Nemenman, & Tishby, 2001; Myung, Balasubramanian, & Pitt, 2000) . Accordingly, complex models adapt flexibly to real environmental changes but risk overfitting spurious observations. In our task, each subject's model complexity corresponded to the amount of past information #$%& encoded in and was measured by the mutual information between past observations and a current mental model, #$%& ≡ ( #$%& ; ) (Chechik, Globerson, Tishby, & Weiss, 2005; Tishby et al., 2000) . Unlike other methods that measure complexity based on a model's functional form (e.g., Bayesian model selection methods; Akaike, 1974; Myung et al., 2000; Schwartz, 1978) , this method provides a principled and data-driven measure of mental-model complexity that requires no specific assumptions about the form of the model the subject is using to perform the task (Bialek et al., 2001; Chechik et al., 2005; Tishby et al., 2000) . a) The information-bottleneck measure of mental-model complexity, computed as the mutual information between past task features (the combination of the binary stimulus location, x, and hazard rate, H, from previous trials) on the current binary response (prediction), r. b) Schematic of the effects of high versus low complexity on choice variability (the slope of a psychometric function describing the probability of a particular choice as a function of belief strength) and adaptivity (the relationship between subjective and objective hazard rate) 19 . The bottom panels show for individual subjects (points): c) choice variability versus adaptivity, d) adaptivity versus complexity, and e) choice variability versus complexity. Lines are linear fits for cases for which H0: Spearman correlation coefficient (rho, indicated for each data set)=0, p<0.05. Grey/black circles indicate data from high/low variability subjects, determined in terms of the offset from the regression line in c.
Consistent with our previous findings, subjects with wider fit priors over hazard rate used more complex mental models (Spearman correlation comparing log-prior-width with complexity: rho=-0.26, p=0.021, where lower log-prior-width values indicate wider priors). This increase in complexity, which implies that choice patterns were more strongly dependent on the hazard-rate condition, corresponded to increased adaptivity to real changes in hazard rate (i.e., low bias; Fig.   4d ) but at the cost of more variable predictions (i.e., high variance; Fig. 4d ). This relationship was particularly strong for a large subset of "low-variability" subjects whose behavior was more consistent with normative learning principles guided by priors of varying width than "highvariability" subjects who appeared to have additional sources of variability in their learning and/or decision processes (Fig. S3 ).
These individual differences in mental-model complexity, which like the fits of the Bayesian learning model were computed using the full, across-hazard sequence of trials for each subject, also reflected within-hazard differences in performance. In particular, subjects using higher overall mental-model complexity tended to use more flexible information processing over multiple trials and had higher overall performance within each hazard-rate condition (Fig. 5) . For low hazard-rate trials, subjects using more complex mental models exploited the expected stability of the sound-source location by integrating information more strongly from past observations ( Fig.   5a ,b). As a result, their predictions better matched the objective hazard rate (assessed by fitting the normative choice model to behavior with subjective hazard rate as a free parameter in hazardspecific blocks; Glaze et al., 2015; Fig. 5c ) and had higher accuracy ( Fig. 5d ). For intermediate hazard-rate trials, subjects using more complex mental models also integrated information more strongly across trials ( Fig. 5a,b) , thus treating the environment as slightly more stable than it was ( Fig. 5c ) but nonetheless resulting in modest accuracy gains ( Fig. 5d ). For high hazard-rate trials, subjects using more complex mental models tended to take advantage of the expected trial-by-trial switching of the sound-source location by weighing previous observations more strongly in accordance with this alternation to improve performance (Fig. 5) . These effects all tended to occur for the low-variability subjects but not the high-variability subjects, further supporting the idea that our measure of mental-model complexity could both distinguish efficient (low-variability) from inefficient (high-variability) strategies and identify systematic differences in how efficient strategies used recent information to govern predictions. These analyses also suggest that the subjects had the most difficulty performing the task in the high hazard-rate condition, for several reasons. First, subjective hazard rates were most variable and most strongly mis-matched to objective values (dotted lines in Fig. 5c ) in the high hazard-rate condition (F-test comparing the variance of fits for each hazard rate condition: low versus high, p=2.2x10 -10 ; intermediate versus high, p=1.0x10 -13 ; low versus intermediate, p=0.179). Second, performance accuracy was furthest from the ceiling provided by a fully adaptive Bayesian learning model in the high hazard-rate condition (dotted lines in Fig. 5d indicate the performance of the wide-prior model depicted in Fig. S1a ). Third, RTs were slowest in the highhazard condition (median RT for all trials and subjects = 465, 552, and 694 ms for the low, intermediate, and high hazard-rate condition, respectively; paired sign-rank test for H0: median difference=0, p<0.006 for each paired comparison). Thus, despite the fact that the high hazard-rate condition provided the same predictive information as the low-hazard rate condition and more predictive information than the intermediate hazard-rate condition, subjects tended to make choices that were, on average, more consistent with lower hazard rates (Fig. S1b) , with only the best-performing subjects developing appropriate expectations for both highly stable and highly unstable environments.
These findings, particularly the much wider range of subjective hazard rates in the high versus low and intermediate hazard-rate conditions (Fig. 5c ), imply larger between-subject differences in the strategies used to treat stimulus switch versus non-switch trials in the high hazard-rate condition. Such across-subject differences in high-hazard belief updating should, in turn, reflect systematic differences in the pupil responses that encode the updating process in that condition. To test this idea directly, we assessed the relationship between mental-model complexity and the extent to which both belief updating and pupil responses differed between stimulus switch and non-switch trials for each hazard condition.
Using belief strength values derived from each subject's model fits, we computed the trialby-trial belief that a switch had occurred and compared how these switch expectations differed across hazard conditions and trial types (stimulus switch versus no-switch trials). Both belief updating and pupil responses reflected stimulus switch versus non-switch differences as a function of mental-model complexity for the high hazard-rate condition alone (Fig. 6) . Consistent with the other behavioral results, these relationships were evident only for low-variability subjects, for whom increasing mental-model complexity corresponded to an increasing understanding of the statistical structure of the task: as complexity increased, stimulus switch trials became (appropriately) less surprising, which corresponded to smaller evoked pupil responses, and further reinforced the belief (i.e., reduced uncertainty) that the source had switched, which corresponded to smaller baseline pupil diameter ( Fig. 6c-d) . These effects were not evident in the low and intermediate hazard-rate conditions, for which differences in mental-model complexity involved more subtle belief adjustments to patterns of stimuli than simply better differentiating changes in beliefs following single stimulus switch versus non-switch trials. The high-hazard relationships to pupil diameter also did not result simply from RT differences across subjects (partial Spearman correlations relating both complexity and median RT to pupil: rho=-0.43, p=0.006, for complexity versus baseline pupil; -0.36, p=0.023, for complexity versus evoked pupil; 0.11, p=0.532, for RT versus baseline pupil; -0.11, p=0.504, for RT versus evoked pupil). Finally, individual differences in mental-model complexity were not related to average values (i.e., as opposed to stimulus switch versus non-switch differences as in Fig. 6 ) of baseline or evoked pupil for any hazard-rate condition (Fig. 7) . Together, these findings support the idea that cognitive modulations of pupil diameter are not simply static markers of overall effort but rather dynamic signals representing if and how that effort is used to update beliefs about the world given new, context-dependent information. Figure 6 . Individual differences in mental-model complexity represented in pupil contrasts in the high-hazard condition. All panels show data from individual subjects (light/dark circles indicate data from high/low variability subjects) separated by hazard-rate condition (colors, as indicated) and plotted as a function of the subject's mental model complexity (abscissa). The top panels show how belief that a switch occurred (a) or surprise (b), assessed from fits of the Bayesian learning model to behavioral data from each subject, differed just following a stimulus switch versus nonswitch trial. Positive values imply that a stimulus switch was more likely to strengthen the belief that the stimulus switched (a) and was surprising (b). The bottom panels show how the pupils responded to stimulus switch versus non-switch trials, either in the following baseline epoch (c) or in terms of the evoked response to the tone (d). Pupil measurements were computed as residuals from a linear model that accounted for nuisance variables including the baseline pupil diameter and evoked change in pupil diameter from the previous trial (Eq. 13). Lines are linear fits for cases for which H0: Spearman correlation coefficient (rho, indicated for each data set)=0, p<0.05. Figure 7 . Individual differences in mental-model complexity were not represented in overall pupil responses. All panels show data from individual subjects (light/dark circles indicate data from high/low variability subjects) separated by hazard-rate condition (colors, as indicated) and plotted as a function of the subject's mental model complexity (abscissa). The ordinate corresponds to baseline (top) or evoked (bottom) pupil diameter across all trials. Both pupil measurements were computed as residuals from a linear model that accounted for nuisance variables including the baseline pupil diameter and evoked change in pupil diameter from the previous trial (Eq. 13). All correlation p-values>0.05.
Discussion
We examined the link between dynamics in pupil diameter and belief changes during an on-line adaptive learning task and report three primary findings. First, baseline and evoked changes in pupil diameter reflect context-dependent violations of learned expectations and not just bottomup stimulus changes. Whereas previous research found these signals in relatively stable (e.g., lowhazard) task environments, we show that they are also present in environments that change frequently, but predictably. Second, these pupil dynamics reflect learned inferences about the latent task structure (i.e., the hazard rate). This learning process is consistent with a model that uses surprise, which is reflected in evoked pupil diameter, to update a belief about the current state of the task, the strength of which is reflected in baseline pupil diameter. Third, these pupil dynamics also reflect individual differences in the ability to generate appropriate, contextdependent top-down expectations, which we measured as mental-model complexity. These complexity differences can affect both baseline and evoked pupil responses, especially for task conditions in which both belief strength and surprise, respectively, are affected systematically by complexity.
These results help to clarify the nature of cognitive modulations of pupil diameter, including baseline values that have been associated with "mental effort" (Beatty, 1982; Mathôt, 2018) . According to our results, these modulations do not simply reflect task difficulty in terms of: 1) objective difficulty, which was equivalent in the low and high hazard-rate conditions that had substantially different pupil responses; 2) overall performance, which was similar in the intermediate and high hazard-rate conditions that had substantially different pupil responses; or 3) RTs, which were only weakly related to pupil diameter on a trial-by-trial basis. Moreover, these modulations are not simply overall offsets in baseline or evoked pupil diameter during periods of high cognitive load, because these context-independent pupil metrics were largely unaffected in our study. Instead, our data suggest that cognitively driven pupil responses are dynamic signals related closely to idiosyncratic belief updating, such that the complexity, and perhaps effort, associated with making effective use of context to process incoming sensory information is associated with corresponding context-dependent modulations of pupil diameter.
Our findings provide insights into the neural mechanisms that underlie this kind of adaptive and dynamic belief-updating process. Increases in pupil diameter have been tied to higher levels of activation of the brainstem nucleus locus coeruleus (LC), which is the primary source of norepinephrine (NE) to the brain (de Gee et al., 2017; Joshi, Li, Kalwani, & Gold, 2016; Liu, Rodenkirch, Moskowitz, Schriver, & Wang, 2017; Murphy, O'Connell, O'Sullivan, Robertson, & Balsters, 2014) . Adaptive Gain Theory proposes that tonic release of NE occurs during periods of active exploration (Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005; Aston-Jones, Rajkowski, & Cohen, 1999) . This idea is consistent with our finding of increased baseline pupil under conditions of low belief (high uncertainty). Specifically, although physical exploration is absent in our task, there may be a form of "mental exploration" that occurs when beliefs are weak and alternative explanations for the observed data are sought in terms of the hypothesis space of possible hazard rates (e.g., the prior distribution over hazard rates in our Bayesian learning model; Collins & Koechlin, 2012; Glaze et al., 2018; . Our results suggest that this covert process, like active exploration in Adaptive Gain Theory, may involve increases in activation of the LC-NE system during periods of high uncertainty (Yu & Dayan, 2005) .
Phasic, event-driven NE release, possibly corresponding to evoked pupil changes in response to surprise as described in our and other studies (Joshi et al., 2016; Nassar et al., 2012; O'Reilly et al., 2013; Preuschoff et al., 2011) may play a complementary role in adaptive inference.
Instead of promoting exploration, phasic NE release is thought to result in widespread network "resets" that interrupt and initiate the reorganization of neural networks engaged during a task, possibly reducing previously learned biases and enhancing the relevance of new observations (Bouret & Sara, 2005; de Gee et al., 2017; Sara, 2009 ). Our results suggest that this kind of network reset can occur for not just an abrupt, surprising change in sensory input, but also an abrupt, surprising lack of change in sensory input.
Sensitivity to such different kinds of violations of expectations would require the LC and other relevant brain systems to have access to a flexible, complexity-dependent combination of bottom-up and top-down information. One possible source of such information is the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC ; Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005) , which is reciprocally connected with the LC and has been proposed to guide executive control, allocating when and how executive resources are used during cognitively demanding tasks (Filipowicz et al., 2016; Shenhav, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2013; Shenhav, Cohen, & Botvinick, 2016; Shenhav et al., 2017) . During adaptive decision-making, the ACC and the anterior insula are active when changes are detected and mental models are updated (Behrens et al., 2007; Donoso, Collins, & Koechlin, 2014; McGuire et al., 2014; O'Reilly et al., 2013; Sarafyazd & Jazayeri, 2019; Stöttinger et al., 2015) . Moreover, these kinds of signals have been linked directly with computations related to surprise and uncertainty (McGuire et al., 2014; Nassar, Mcguire, Ritz, & Kable, 2019) . The ACC and anterior insula mediate activation of prefrontal cortical regions, such as the anterior and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Bastin et al., 2017; Domenech & Koechlin, 2015; Ham, Leff, de Boissezon, Joffe, & Sharp, 2013; Menon & Uddin, 2010; Stöttinger et al., 2015) , that are involved in the prospective and counterfactual reasoning that are characteristic of the exploratory strategies humans use to update mental models (Daw, O'Doherty, Dayan, Seymour, & Dolan, 2006; Domenech & Koechlin, 2015; Donoso et al., 2014; Koechlin & Hyafil, 2007; Koechlin & Summerfield, 2007; Stöttinger et al., 2015; Zajkowski, Kossut, & Wilson, 2017) . Our results suggest that increased activity in the LC, along with the network of brain regions with which it connects, could be more engaged in subjects with more complex mental models, guiding some of the idiosyncratic strategies observed between subjects.
Finally, our task highlighted a learning asymmetry between the low and the high hazardrate conditions, with subjects learning better in predictably stable environments than from predictably unstable environments. This bias was evident in the average group prior over hazard rate, which was centered ~0.3 and had little mass around higher hazard values (Fig. S1b) . This asymmetry was also mirrored in the way stimulus properties were reflected in evoked pupil changes. Pupil dilations to rare "oddball" events have been reported extensively 5 but primarily for conditions similar to our low hazard-rate trials, in which stimulus switches occur infrequently 8,59 .
In our study, evoked changes associated with stimulus switches were similar on low and intermediate hazard-rate trials, but not for rare stimulus repeats on high hazard-rate trials, even though these non-switch events should be as computationally surprising as switch events in the low hazard-rate condition. Phasic arousal has been linked with decreases in choices biases, serving as a type of interrupt signal (Aston-Jones et al., 1999; de Gee et al., 2017) . We propose that lowlevel arousal signals related to phasic pupil dilation may interact with expectation driven-signals to strengthen the system's ability to detect and adapt to changes. When these low-level signals are absent, as they were in response to repeat trials in the high hazard-rate condition, learning may rely more on top-down expectation driven signals and adapt less effectively.
In summary, the results of this study provide new insights into the cognitive signals that drive pupil diameter, which include both bottom-up and top-down processing that is used in an idiosyncratic way to update and maintain appropriate beliefs about an environment. These results can help guide future research to examine how dynamic modulation of physiological arousal influences the information processing trade-offs humans use when learning in dynamic and uncertain environments.
Methods

Auditory prediction task
Seventy-eight University of Pennsylvania undergraduates (49 male, 29 female) performed an auditory prediction task in which they attempted to predict which of two auditory sources were generating tones on each trial. Subjects were presented with a blue screen and white fixation circle.
On each trial, subjects made a prediction via left and right buttons on a game pad as to which source (left or right) they thought would generate the next tone. Three seconds after each prediction, a 300 ms auditory tone (196 Hz) was played in either the left or right ear via headphones. The next trial then started with no inter-trial interval; thus, RTs were measured from the onset of the tone on the previous trial to the onset of the button press on the current trial.
Subjects were encouraged to maintain fixation throughout the task but were allowed self-timed breaks by breaking fixation after making a prediction. Visual and auditory stimuli were generated using SnowDots stimulus presentation software in MATLAB (https://github.com/TheGoldLab/Lab-Matlab-Control).
Subjects were informed that the left source had an 80/20 probability of generating left/right tones, respectively, and that the right source had an 80/20 probability of generating right/left tones, respectively. Subjects were also informed that one source was generating tones on each trial, and that the sources would sometimes switch. Subjects were also made aware that the rate of these switches, or 'hazard rate', would also switch, such that on some trials, the sources switched either Each session occurred on separate days, with two of the three potential hazard rates switching off in each session (Fig. 1b) .
Session order was counterbalanced between subjects. However, the sequence of tones presented in each session was identical, such that random patterns appearing within the sequence of tones were held constant between subjects. Subjects received $10 USD per hour of participation for participation with an additional performance bonus for accumulated correct predictions (total per session payout was $10-20 USD).
The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the University of Pennsylvania's Institutional Review Board. All subjects provided informed consent prior to participating in the study.
Measuring pupil diameter
Of the 78 total subjects, 55 had their pupils recorded while performing the task. Pupils were recorded using either a Tobii T60-XL sampling both eyes at 60 Hz, or an SR Research Eyelink 1000+ sampling the right eye at 1000 Hz. Signals from the Eyelink were subsequently down sampled to 60 Hz to make them comparable to signals from the Tobii. Baseline pupil diameter was measured as the mean pupil diameter 0-100 ms prior to tone onset. Evoked changes were measures as baseline-subtracted pupil diameter during a 2 s period after stimulus onset. Trial-by-trial evoked changes in Figs. 6 and 7 were computed from the baseline-subtracted peak pupil diameter after stimulus onset.
Pupil processing
Pupil samples corresponding to blinks and abnormally fast changes in pupil diameter (e.g., around blink events) were removed, as were any additionally samples in which the eye position fell 10% of the screen diameter away from the fixation point. Eye position was additionally regressed from all data while preserving the intercept to estimate baseline pupil diameter. Missing values were then linearly interpolated and filtered using a first order Butterworth filter with a 4 Hz cutoff (Browning, Behrens, Jocham, O'Reilly, & Bishop, 2015; Krishnamurthy et al., 2017; Nassar et al., 2012) . Trials with >50% missing/interpolated samples were omitted from further analysis (~9% of trials were omitted; Browning et al., 2015) .
Complexity measure
We used a data-driven approach to measure mental-model complexity based on the principles of predictive information and the information bottleneck (Bialek et al., 2001; Glaze et al., 2018; Tishby et al., 2000) . This information-bottleneck method seeks the smallest compression Z of past observations that retain maximum predictability about the future. This compression effectively represents the model encoding this past information, and the size of the compression corresponds to the model's complexity (Chechik et al., 2005; Tishby et al., 2000) . The size of the compression of past information Ipast is measured by the mutual information between the Z and past observations Xpast, Ipast º I(Xpast; Z). (1)
Mental
The features F consisted of all six possible combinations of tone side (left or right) and hazard rate (0.01, 0.3, or 0.99) on each trial. Information-theoretic quantities such as mutual information can be biased due to small sampling errors. Although this influence was mitigated in part by the fact that the sequence of tones was held constant in each session for each subject, not all subjects participated in all sessions. We therefore corrected for these biases by subtracting the mutual information contained within the sequence of tones themselves, I(tonest¢<t;tonest), from each subject's Ipast (Glaze et al., 2018) . The remaining information corresponds to the amount of information subjects encode about the task hazard rate, beyond that provided by the stimuli.
Adaptivity model
We fit a descriptive adaptivity model that has previously been used to describe how effectively subjects incorporate changes in a task's hazard rate (Glaze et al., 2018 (Glaze et al., , 2015 . For this task, the subject's goal was to predict which of two sources will generate a tone on the current trial. The adaptivity model characterizes the belief L on trial t as the posterior log-odds that the next tone will be generated by the first or second source:
where & indicates the log-prior-odds that either source will generate the next tone and & indicates the log evidence that the tone was generated by the first or second source. Given that there are only two states, we assigned positive log-prior-odds to the probability that a tone would be generated by the right source. The log-prior-odds were computed using the log-posteriorodds from the previous trial Lt-1 and incorporating the current hazard rate Ht:
The posterior belief for a trial t was then calculated as the log-prior-odds plus the evidence provided on each trial, calculated as the log-likelihood ratio that the current tone ( 
where J indicates the log-odds of a hazard rate H (i.e., J = log(H/ (1-H) )). Here, Jdefault indicates the intercept and mH indicates the slope of the regression, which describes the subject's adaptivity to changes in the task hazard rate.
The model was fit to choice behavior by writing the probability of choosing the right source as a logistic function of the log-prior-odds & as the decision variable, given that the subject's responses were made before hearing a tone on each trial, and a free parameter capturing noise in the decision variable (i.e., choice variability):
Fitting was performed using gradient decent with multiple starting points to find values of the three free parameters, (Jdefault, mH, and v) that minimize the cross entropy:
Although a lapse term was previously included in this model (Glaze et al., 2018 (Glaze et al., , 2015 , adding this term did not improve our model fits and thus was not included here (BICs were lower for a model with choice variability and no lapse compared to a model with choice variability and lapse in 63 of 78 subjects; paired signed-rank test comparing BICs: p=0.0004). Subjective estimates of each separate hazard rate (Fig. 5c) were computed by fitting the same model in Eq. 2 separately for each hazard-rate condition, keeping H as a free parameter in each case.
High-Variability Subjects
Although choice variability was generally within the range observed in our previous studies (maximum choice variability in previous studies=1.02 (Glaze et al., 2018 (Glaze et al., , 2015  compare to values in Fig. 4c ) a number of subjects had far higher choice variability. To identify these subjects, we applied the generalized extreme studentized deviate many-outliers test (Rosner, 1983) (implemented using the PMCMRplus package in R) on the residuals of the linear relationship between adaptivity and choice variability (Fig. 4c ). This procedure identified 11 subjects with outlying variability scores, which are identified throughout as "high-variability" subjects. All remaining subjects are identified as "low-variability" subjects).
Bayesian learning model
We used the same hierarchical Bayesian on-line inference algorithm used previously as a normative model for the current task (Glaze et al., 2018) . This model predicts which of the two sources z is most likely to generate a tone on the next trial. This model assumes that the likelihood that the sources switch is governed by a hazard rate (H), and that there is a fixed probability K that H changes from trial to trial.
For each subject, H is assumed to be generated from a beta distribution Pr g ( ) =
( , ) with mean µ and precision f parameters, such that = 
This model was fit with four free parameters: , , governing the learning process and an additional choice variability parameter, , identical to the one in Eq. 4. The model was fit by minimizing the same cross entropy function in Eq. 5. As with the descriptive adaptivity model, a lapse parameter was omitted, because adding this term did not improve our fits (BICs were lower for the choice variability only model for 65 of 78 subjects; paired signed-rank test comparing BICs:
p=4.5x10 -5 ).
For the regression analyses, absolute belief strength was computed as | & | and surprise was computed after applying eq. 6 as −log [Pr()] or −log [1 − Pr()] for tone played in the right or left ear respectively. Belief in source switch after hearing a tone (Fig.6a) was computed as &GH − & when &GH > 0, and & − &GH when &GH < 0, such that positive/negative values indicate belief in a source switch/no-source switch respectively.
Individual differences analyses
Individual differences in pupil responses were calculated using mixed-effects models implemented with the "lme4" package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) in the R statistical language (R Core Team, 2019) . These models included fixed variables of interest (i.e., stimulus and prediction switch variables, log RTs, and model parameters), along with known nuisance variables K(X%$KW* (Krishnamurthy et al., 2017) and random slopes and intercepts : = g + HGK + K(X%$KW* + g + HGK + K(X%$KW*
When computing the influences of factors on baseline pupil diameter, the baseline and baselinesubtracted evoked change were included as nuisance parameters, with the exception of analyses examining the influence of absolute belief strength (i.e., Fig. 3a and S2a), which only accounted for previous evoked changes. This was done to account for the fact that absolute belief strength is a cumulative variable, depending in part on the belief strength from the previous trial. When measuring evoked changes and next baseline, baseline pupil diameter from the current trial was also added as a nuisance variable (Krishnamurthy et al., 2017) . Individual subject differences were obtained by examining the individual slopes for each variable of interest.
Significance testing for the linear mixed effects models was done using the "lmerTest" package (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017) , which computes p values for F and t statistics using Satterthwaite's method for approximating degrees of freedom (Fai & Cornelius, 1996) . Figure S1 . a) Example simulations from models with a wide prior (left panels) or a narrow prior (right panels) over hazard rate. For each pair of panels, the left panel shows the prior over hazard rate (governed by two parameters, as shown: mean µ and precision f), and the right panel shows performance versus the number of trials since the previous change-point, separated by hazard rate (as in Fig. 1c,e ). Points and error bars correspond to mean±SEM across simulated subjects. b) Average subject prior computed from fits of the Bayesian learning model to subject-specific behavioral data and the corresponding absolute belief strength (teal) and surprise values (pink) for 400 example trials (the tone location and hazard rate are shown above). Figure S3 . Mean proportion correct responses for high-and low-variability subjects in the lowcomplexity tercile. Low-variability subjects tended to use a strategy of predicting a source location based only on the previous tone location, which is similar to the strategy used by the Bayesian learning model with a narrow prior over hazard rate (Fig. 4a ). High-variability subjects behaved in a more hazard-dependent manner, but with overall noisier predictions (i.e., proportion correct values closer to 0.5).
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